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Own Your Value 2017-09-07 own your value give you a ring side seat to meet
more than 40 innovators who are friends clients and supporters their stories
from field experience are examples of real world experiences you can relate
to that are relevant to your challenges these innovators are the real heroes
and this is a small part of their heroes journey toward success
Own Your Value 2017-09-07 stop coasting on autopilot with this five step
method filled with simple yet effective life changing principles john gray
phd dolly parton once said find out who you are and do it on purpose many
people today have no passionate connection to the routine work they do day in
and day out the good news is that it doesn t have to be this way in the
passion belief method entrepreneur success strategist and in demand life and
business coach and speaker megan tull offers practical exercises and methods
to help you find your gifts and turn them into work you can be truly
passionate about megan who became a single mother after being widowed at an
early age used her passion for raising her young son as the starting point
for creating a business that allowed her to stay closer to home but to also
triple her income in the first year now megan leans on her experiences to
teach you her 5 step passion belief method filled with true stories from
megan s many clients and inspiring quotes from other high achievers speakers
and writers the passion belief method will teach you how to unlock your inner
gifts overcome your fears and visualize what you want and who you ll be when
you have it then bring that into being
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Maximum Impact Potential 2025-01-23 have you ever wondered why some people
rise to the top with seemingly little effort while others struggle at the
bottom it all comes down to concepts of self worth this book offers seven
easy to understand keys to transforming your inner sense of value so you can
create more outer and financial worth the greater your ability to own your
true worth the greater positive impact you can make in your own life in the
lives of those you love and even in the world greatness is already given it
is simply yours to claim within yourself
The Passion Belief Method 2015-08-21 theatlantic com prompted by her own
experience as cohost of know your value
Own Your True Worth 2020-12 the bestselling motivational guide that
theatlantic com calls a rallying cry for women to get the money they deserve
why are women so often overlooked and underpaid what are the real reasons men
get raises more often than women how can women ask for and actually get the
money the job the recognition they deserve prompted by her own experience as
cohost of morning joe mika brzezinski asked a wide range of successful women
to share the critical lessons they learned while moving up in their fields
power players such as facebook s sheryl sandberg senator elizabeth warren
harvard s victoria budson comedian susie essman and many more shared their
surprising personal stories they spoke candidly about why women are paid less
and the pitfalls women face and play into now expanded to address gender
dynamics in the metoo era know your value blends compelling personal stories
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with the latest research on why many women don t negotiate their compensation
why negotiating aggressively usually backfires and what can be done about it
for any woman who has ever wondered if her desire to be liked can be a
liability yes if there is a way to reclaim her contribution after it s been
co opted in a meeting yes and if there are strategies men use to get ahead
that women should too yes know your value provides vital advice to help women
be their own best advocates
Know Your Value 2011 in her 1 nyt bestsellers brené brown taught us what it
means to dare greatly rise strong and brave the wilderness now based on new
research conducted with leaders change makers and culture shifters she s
showing us how to put those ideas into practice so we can step up and lead
leadership is not about titles status and power over people leaders are
people who hold themselves accountable for recognising the potential in
people and ideas and developing that potential this is a book for everyone
who is ready to choose courage over comfort make a difference and lead when
we dare to lead we don t pretend to have the right answers we stay curious
and ask the right questions we don t see power as finite and hoard it we know
that power becomes infinite when we share it and work to align authority and
accountability we don t avoid difficult conversations and situations we lean
into the vulnerability that s necessary to do good work but daring leadership
in a culture that s defined by scarcity fear and uncertainty requires
building courage skills which are uniquely human the irony is that we re
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choosing not to invest in developing the hearts and minds of leaders at the
same time we re scrambling to figure out what we have to offer that machines
can t do better and faster what can we do better empathy connection and
courage to start brené brown spent the past two decades researching the
emotions that give meaning to our lives over the past seven years she found
that leaders in organisations ranging from small entrepreneurial start ups
and family owned businesses to non profits civic organisations and fortune 50
companies are asking the same questions how do you cultivate braver more
daring leaders and how do you embed the value of courage in your culture dare
to lead answers these questions and gives us actionable strategies and real
examples from her new research based courage building programme brené writes
one of the most important findings of my career is that courage can be taught
developed and measured courage is a collection of four skill sets supported
by twenty eight behaviours all it requires is a commitment to doing bold work
having tough conversations and showing up with our whole hearts easy no
choosing courage over comfort is not easy worth it always we want to be brave
with our lives and work it s why we re here
Know Your Value 2018-09-25 learn how to stand out from other cpas by showing
clients that you are the value of your cpa firm you are the value define your
worth differentiate your cpa firm own your market provides you with practical
strategies to build meaningful and lasting relationships with clients written
specifically for cpas this new book guides you to discover what makes you
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valuable and different from other cpas while exploring the meaning of the
word value and how it applies to you and your firm you will examine the
following seven questions about yourself to tap in to your personal value who
are you what do you do why do you do what you do how do you do what you do
who have you done it for what makes you different why should i do business
with you real value exploring these important questions prepares you to no
longer wing client meetings but knowledgably and confidently present yourself
to clients in a unique way
Dare to Lead 2018-10-11 do you know what your values are or even where to
look for them are you ready to try a simple formula to uncover them this
simple guide will show you how we all have a set of values things that we
have at the very core of our beings and which we live our lives by these
values help to shape us and allow us to make better decisions but many of us
aren t always completely aware of what our values are and tend to act on them
instinctively just imagine how much more you could achieve if you could work
out what they are what focus and success could you find inside the pages of
this short book find your values find yourself the simple 3 step method to
discover your values and bring clarity to your decision making you will find
a comprehensive way to determine what your values are with chapters that
cover how to find your values in half an hour what personal values are why
they are important examples of personal values how to find your top 3 craft a
definition of your personal core values reviewing your values regularly and
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more at the conclusion of this short read you will have uncovered your core
values and improved your life bringing you the ability to make better
informed decisions scroll up and click buy now for your copy
You Are the Value 2017-05-15 untangle your emotions and expectations about
money so that you can live your best financial life without fear and shame
holding you back it s more possible to move past all those social barriers to
actualizing whatever your money aspirations are whether that s getting a
raise getting out of debt having honest conversations about money with your
family raising your kids to be savers or wherever your values lead you dr
faith author of the bestselling unf ck your brain and unf ck your intimacy
tackles one of the toughest emotional topics there is with her trademark mix
of neuroscience gentle encouragement and no nonsense language this book isn t
about getting rich quick or necessarily at all it s about figuring out your
own economic values and baggage and learning to be the person in the world
you know you have it in you to be
Own Your Time and Space 2017-06-03 a woman who wants to be successful must
make sacrifices but how can she determine which ones she ll be happy with
five ten twenty years from now mika brzezinski morning joe co host and new
york times best selling author of knowing your value has built a career on
inspiring women to assess and then obtain their true value in the workplace
in her books and in her conferences mika gives women the tools necessary to
advocate for themselves and their financial futures but that is only the
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first step once you know your value you need to grow it both professionally
and personally drawing on deeply revealing conversations with powerful and
dynamic women input from researchers and relationship experts and her own
wealth of experience mika helps women pinpoint their individual definition of
success she advises her readers to define the professional value that
encompasses their worth in the workplace and the inner value made up of their
core beliefs and goals women can stop feeling overwhelmed overscheduled
frantic and forever guilty but only if they choose their objectives
confidently and unapologetically and focus their efforts accordingly mika
encourages women to stop seeking the unobtainable work life balance and
instead pursue a life of honesty and authenticity where career and home life
combine rather than collide
Find Your Values, Find Yourself 2020-04-15 get ready to live your phenomenal
life it s not easy being a young woman in business today but own your
phenomenal self is the guide that will put your career on the fast track
after almost four decades succeeding as a business executive and entrepreneur
rita p mitchell has already fought and conquered the battles you currently
face in the corporate world what s her secret find out in own your phenomenal
self with refreshing and unfiltered candor mitchell delivers a much needed
take on been there done that offering the next generation of females in
business a collection of compelling inspirational and personal stories easily
read during a quick flight or short road trip memorable anecdotes and
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illustrations that deliver profound wisdom and strategic prowess
encouragement to focus on the three core building blocks of being phenomenal
character success leadership practical steps for owning your purpose and
understanding your value no matter your background experience education or
credentials you can have what you want out of life and you can have it on
your terms only you get to determine your value your worth and your destiny
own your phenomenal self is the book to help you do just that shift your
mindset knock down obstacles become the phenomenal woman you ve always wanted
to be
Unfuck Your Worth 2020-08-25 the founder s dilemmas examines how early
decisions by entrepreneurs can make or break a startup and its team drawing
on a decade of research including quantitative data on almost ten thousand
founders as well as inside stories of founders like evan williams of twitter
and tim westergren of pandora noam wasserman reveals the common pitfalls
founders face and how to avoid them
Grow Your Value 2015-05-12 dolly parton once said find out who you are and do
it on purpose many people today are coasting on autopilot with no passionate
connection to the routine work they do day in and day out the good news is
that it doesn t have to be this way in the passion belief method entrepreneur
success strategist and in demand life and business coach and speaker megan
tull offers practical exercises and methods to help you find your gifts and
turn them into work you can be truly passionate about megan who became a
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single mother after being widowed at an early age used her passion for
raising her young son as the starting point for creating a business that
allowed her to stay closer to home but to also triple her income in the first
year megan leans on her experiences to teach you her 5 step passion belief
method to achieve an empowered self filled with recognizable true stories
from megan s many clients and inspiring quotes from other high achievers
speakers and writers the passion belief method will teach you how to unlock
your inner gifts overcome your fears and visualize what you want and who you
ll be when you have it then bring that into being
Own Your Phenomenal Self 2021-10-11 now a widely cited classic this
innovative book is the first comprehensive synthesis of economic political
and cultural theories of value david graeber reexamines a century of
anthropological thought about value and exchange in large measure to find a
way out of ongoing quandaries in current social theory which have become
critical at the present moment of ideological collapse in the face of
neoliberalism rooted in an engaged dynamic realism graeber argues that
projects of cultural comparison are in a sense necessarily revolutionary
projects he attempts to synthesize the best insights of karl marx and marcel
mauss arguing that these figures represent two extreme but ultimately
complementary possibilities in the shape such a project might take graeber
breathes new life into the classic anthropological texts on exchange value
and economy he rethinks the cases of iroquois wampum pacific kula exchanges
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and the kwakiutl potlatch within the flow of world historical processes and
recasts value as a model of human meaning making which far exceeds
rationalist reductive economist paradigms
The Founder's Dilemmas 2013-04 this is an inaugural title in the university
of michigan business school management series umbs a top 5 ranked business
school that offers innovative solutions to the most pressing problems facing
managers today in becoming a better value creator university of michigan
professor anjan v thakor tackles the bottom line how can marketing
manufacturing human resources and finance do more to make a company
successful the challenge and the joy of being a great value creator the tools
of value creation being a more effective value creator in manufacturing and
procurement being a more effective value creator in the marketing sales and
distribution and new product development functions being a more effective
value creator in the human resources group being a more effective value
creator in finance
The Passion Belief Method 2015-11-10 know your worth do you wish to
comprehend your genuine value and the contribution you provide to the world
do you think your worth recognition and appreciation are lacking we all
experience moments when we doubt our value but it s crucial to remember that
only we can define our own worth in this lesson we will learn how to
recognize comprehend and embrace our own value we ll talk about what it means
to have self worth how to develop it and build on it and how to use your
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worth to improve your lifed appreciation are lacking we all experience
moments when we doubt our value but it s crucial to remember that only we can
define our own worth in this lesson we will learn how to recognize comprehend
and embrace our own value we ll talk about what it means to have self worth
how to develop it and build on it and how to use your worth to improve your
life in order for you to feel secure in the choices you make and the targets
you set for yourself we ll also look at how to gauge and assess your value in
relation to others
Toward an Anthropological Theory of Value 2001-12-13 the future of pharmacy
practice lies in learning to control your own destiny you need to stop
waiting for permission and exercise your will to be great if you believe that
your employer will look out for your future you are sadly mistaken learn how
to start building your own income streams to secure you own financial
security i help frustrated overworked professionals worried about the state
of their profession select and implement the best value strategy possible so
they can get paid what they are worth and build a secure future for
themselves and their families my tribe believes that the real pharmacists are
needed to provide real care to real patients patients never fit the
guidelines they need us to figure out what they need and figure out how to
get it to them if you want to become the best in the world at what you do
then you need to develop the will to be great the desire to excel and the
ability to create value for your stakeholders
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Becoming A Better Value Creator: How To Improve The Company'S Bootom Line-And
Your Own 2007-02-14 a powerful new voice providing clear and direct guidance
for personal transformation energy speaks gives us a clear blueprint for
growth and change it provides practical guidance and inspiration on the
things that matter most to us including love sex money personal power self
expression and purpose emotional healing and well being and how to have peace
with our families as well as more esoteric topics such as how to invoke the
help of our spirit guides and angels this empowering book is the work of a
great emerging spiritual teacher it is filled with tools that you can use to
break free of limitations and transform your life
You are the Value 2010 do you avoid marketing your business because it makes
you feel salesy have you tried a lot of marketing strategies only to find
they don t work for you are you ready to finally master how to market your
business with ease you re not alone many women entrepreneurs would rather
have a root canal than market themselves marketing successfully and
authentically requires a deep understanding of your value and your perfect
clients pains struggles and dreams you want to talk to your clients so they
listen she markets is your step by step guide to attracting clients
effectively and naturally inside you ll discover how to reframe your
marketing mindset so you feel comfortable attracting clients tap into your
clients pain points and create content specifically for them speak your
clients language so they realize you get them craft emotional compelling
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headlines that capture their attention put the 90 day client connection plan
to work sharing your message your expertise and your content use our
structure checklists examples and exercises to reach and impact more of your
perfect clients and much much more you possess unique hard won skills talents
and expertise your clients need your help training and leadership they re
waiting for you she markets makes it easy for your clients to find you
Know Your Worth 2023-01-22 yes self worth is something you can learn and
practice the worthy project tells you how take a step back and think about
how satisfied you are with your life is your home too cluttered do you have
trouble saving money do you feel like your friends and family take more of
your energy than they give back we all have an area or two in our lives that
we re not quite satisfied with and often those trouble spots stem from one
simple place a lack of self worth worthiness is the quality of deserving
attention energy and respect it s not confidence it s not bravado you can t
fake worthiness nor can you accidentally end up with it but what does it
actually mean to cultivate self worth and how do you do it the worthy project
guides you through a practical six week personal discovery program that helps
you identify where feelings of unworthiness might manifest in your life
complete with exercises journal prompts and personal stories from real women
internationally recognized personal development teacher meadow devor explains
the importance of self care setting boundaries and defining your priorities
in your self worth journey it s time to let go of the self doubt that is
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holding you back in order to unleash your true potential
Own Your Value 2019-01-16 do you own your own business if so how much is it
worth overall how comfortable are you with the whole business valuation
process most owners do not realize that they have a lot more control over
what actually drives business value consequently few are focusing on the
right things enter the ring of value my secret interpretation of how to take
an ordinary company and make it extraordinary in this book i ll show you how
to quickly calculate a business value just like the professionals do but more
than that i ll also show you how to drive that value beyond what you might
have ever thought possible something those professionals generally keep to
themselves are you ready to start your transformation
Energy Speaks 2019-03-26 up your value how to really grow you business this
book offers entrepreneurs and business owners a real boost it tells you that
the only way to increase your sales and profits is to increase your value to
someone else and how to do that learn how to up your value in 3 different
areas 1 you personally as a manager a marketer as a person 2 your product or
service 3 the valuation of your company asset value learn about the value
formula how people subconsciously evaluate why they buy or dont buy learn a
whole raft of how to tools and skills to make yourself a value expert
She Markets 2018-03-15 find your signature voice people are drawn to and
influenced by leaders who communicate authentically connect easily with
people and have immediate impact so how do you become one of them how can you
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learn to own the room this book will help you develop your leadership
presence according to amy jen su and muriel maignan wilkins leadership
presence is the ability to consistently and clearly articulate your value
proposition while influencing and connecting with others they offer a simple
and compelling framework as well as practical advice about how you can
develop your own personal presence no matter where you sit in an organization
you can own the room if you are able to do two things well first demonstrate
your authentic value and distinction and second connect to others in a
positive way leaders who are able to be authentic while connecting with and
impacting others have what the authors call a signature voice a means of self
expression that is uniquely and distinctly their own once you discover and
express your own signature voice you ll be ready to take your leadership
presence to the next level filled with real life stories and examples own the
room demystifies the concept of presence and gives you the tools you need to
identify and embrace your unique leadership voice and have a greater impact
on the world around you
The Worthy Project 2022-05-10 if you are a highly successful purpose driven
professional woman who is tired of settling for less then this powerful and
insightful book is just for you in own your amazing dr denise reveals how to
discover the power to create an amazing life you love in this engaging book
dr denise provides the key principles you need to play bigger be bolder and
live authentically she shares the importance of understanding your value
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aligning with your purpose and sharing your unique brilliance with the world
the content and lessons dr denise shares in this book are the same ones she
uses to guide her clients to create amazing lives full of meaning and purpose
with this book you can discover your personal power and create a life that is
exciting happy and amazing
Ring$ of Value 2016-04-07 your value encapsulates the essence of self worth
and significance this title embodies the inherent importance and uniqueness
of an individual it s a testament to recognizing and appreciating one s own
worth independent of external judgments or validations your value speaks to
the depth of one s character talents experiences and contributions to the
world it signifies the richness of a person s inner qualities their
resilience compassion skills and the impact they have on those around them it
s a reminder that each person possesses a distinctive set of qualities and
strengths that make them invaluable this phrase invites introspection
encouraging individuals to explore and appreciate their qualities strengths
and the positive influence they bring to their surroundings your value is a
celebration of self awareness self acceptance and self love fostering a sense
of confidence and empowerment embracing your value means acknowledging one s
capabilities passions and the unique perspective they offer to the world it s
a reminder that everyone has something remarkable to offer encouraging the
recognition and celebration of individual worth and the contributions that
make each person an invaluable part of their communities and relationships
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Up Your Value 2002-03-01 discover the journey to unconditional self love with
you are worthy of love embark on an uplifting journey of self discovery
laughter and heartfelt wisdom with you are worthy of love this transformative
book invites you to explore the depths of self love guiding you through the
nuances of embracing your imperfections celebrating your quirks and finding
joy in the journey toward loving yourself wholly and unconditionally why
should you are worthy of love be your next read embrace your perfect
imperfections learn to love the wonderfully wonky parts of yourself with
humor grace and a dash of whimsy navigate life s ups and downs find strength
in vulnerability and resilience in setbacks turning every challenge into an
opportunity for growth cultivate joy and gratitude through playful anecdotes
and reflective exercises discover how to infuse your daily life with joy and
a profound appreciation for the little moments forge meaningful connections
uncover the art of setting healthy boundaries and nurturing relationships
that enrich your journey to self love become your own best friend with a
blend of light hearted advice and deep wisdom learn how to be kinder to
yourself celebrate your achievements and forgive your mistakes interactive
and engaging filled with quizzes prompts and love letters to yourself this
book is an interactive companion on your path to self love why you are worthy
of love is a must buy it s relatable every chapter resonates with the shared
human experience of seeking love acceptance and joy within ourselves it s
empowering this book is a gentle reminder of your inherent worthiness of love
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and happiness empowering you to take charge of your narrative it s
transformative shift your perspective on self love with engaging stories
insightful exercises and the encouragement to write your own love story you
are worthy of love is not just a book it s a journey a friend and a mirror
reflecting the love that resides within you whether you re taking the first
tentative steps toward self love or seeking to deepen your journey this book
is a beacon of light guiding you home to yourself embark on this beautiful
journey today and discover that the greatest love story of all is the one you
write with yourself
Own the Room 2013-03-26 ready to transform your body and mind into the
healthiest happiest you you re going to need enthusiasm an open mind and a
good deal of grit in it takes grit fitness expert and mindset coach rebecca
louise shares a practical no bs guide to take your workouts health and
motivation to the next level along with a 30 day challenge to kick start your
results through her ultrapopular youtube channel and social media rebecca
louise has helped millions of people improve their mindset and achieve their
wellness goals rebecca knows what it s like to feel lost unable to find the
right career live broke go through a divorce and struggle with a negative
relationship with food it wasn t until she changed her mindset and started to
master high performance habits that she truly found her way to a career she
loved and a healthy lifestyle now in it takes grit rebecca shares her tried
and true tools to lock onto your purpose uncover your inner grit and get in
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the right mindset to go after your goals she shares her 10 step guide to
getting results in all areas of your life an action plan to get started no
matter where you are right now tips to create a meal plan and training
routine you can stick to forever how to get and stay motivated no matter what
life throws at you interactive tasks after each chapter to master your daily
habits rebecca also shares her 30 day targeted daily workout program with
bonus online workout videos to make sure you re never overworking your body
recipes for every meal and daily tasks that will help you get to the next
level it takes grit will give you the tools needed to take control of your
health and happiness
Own Your Amazing 2018-07-10 written specifically for business students this
best selling jargon free textbook highlights each stage of the research
process guiding the reader through actionable steps and explicitly setting
out how best to meet a supervisor s expectations easy to navigate and full of
practical advice it shows you how to choose a topic and write a proposal with
easy to follow tips and detailed screenshots and diagrams key student
features include you re the supervisor sections helps students to meet
learning objectives common questions and answers real world advice on how to
tackle common challenges examples from different types of international
businesses detailed guidance on software packages such as spss student case
studies annotated further reading accompanied by a fully integrated companion
website designed to support learning free to access it includes author
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podcasts guides to online tools links to downloadable journal articles
examples of completed projects powerpoint slides and students multiple choice
questions to test progress available on publication uk sagepub com
jonathanwilson2e a must have title for all business and management students
this is the ideal companion for achieving success in your research project
lecturers instructors request a free digital inspection copy here
Your Value 2023-11-18 now in paperback bestselling author graham draws on the
techniques used by advertisers and celebrities to show how anyone can create
and project the positive and distinctive image that spells success
Own Your Star Power 2014-07-30 if you want to read business books that tell
you what to do how to create a better business and how to avoid the pitfalls
don t read any of the strategies to go strategies to go like coffee to go are
stories you can take away read on the go and draw your own conclusions based
on what will work best for you and your business they are based on true
stories and tell it like it is what really happens in business allowing you
to learn the lessons that fit your needs and the strategic needs of your
business most of us spend 1 3rd of our lives sleeping 1 3rd of our lives at
work at least and cram everything else into the final 1 3rd given the
investments that we make in time shouldn t we be very clear about what makes
us get up in the morning go to work each day to do what we do this book tells
a story in a unique way and asks these questions without launching into the
answers it takes you on a journey that inspires you to go and find the
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answers for yourself after all your career is all about your choices and your
life what you choose to do can define who you are if you choose to spend your
time with others who have shared values together you can make a difference
and achieve great things at the same time you might even have some fun and do
something truly worthwhile if you choose otherwise you may miss out it s up
to you brian watson group manager laboratories asurequality limited
You Are Worthy of Love 2024-03-28 the second edition of the successful and
definitive nursing textbook nursing practice is designed to support the
student throughout the entire nursing degree structured around the latest
nursing and midwifery council code of conduct it explores a range of clinical
and professional issues that the student will need to know in one complete
and accessible volume thoroughly updated and with full colour high quality
illustrations throughout this new edition features an additional chapter on
the principles of supporting families and carers in practice advice on
revalidation as well as a number of learning features and activities to help
consolidate learning nursing practice provides invaluable information to
enable not just student nurses but also those who are qualified and members
of the extended nursing family to develop a deeper understanding of their
patients needs and to ensure that they are practicing safely and effectively
It Takes Grit 2020-09-15 in how to succeed in business own your worth and
attract money prosperity responds to a new way of living and acting
attracting money by owing our own worth thanks to this work by marcelle della
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faille our look at money changes radically and appears as an instrument of
personal progress and expression of one s potential the spiritual value of
money is explained that through which it is possible to take care of oneself
and others money is a source of success as soon as it is appreciated as an
art of connecting with people through practical cases and didactic exercises
marcelle della faille opens the path of spiritual entrepreneurship to live a
dream life it is possible to attract money while running the most fulfilling
activity this book is a practical and energizing tool that allows to express
the potential of each one and to find the answers to these questions in
oneself
Essentials of Business Research 2014-01-20 a motivating encouraging concise
clear effective and efficient primer for anyone who wants to live work and
find success as their true self jason o rourke hospital chaplain us army
special ops are you missing out on future success because your internal
values are out of alignment with your external message in one face sarah
mcdugal takes you on a journey of personal discovery and growth showcasing
stories of wildly successful entrepreneurs and professionals who are
committed to leading with transparency and living with a clear honest and
singular purpose here you will discover how to define your personal core
values transform even the harshest feedback into fuel for growth use a proven
framework to make decisions you won t regret live with less stress less guilt
and more freedom to be yourself utilizing the lessons in this book you will
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possess a clearly defined set of core values a four step framework for making
decisions without regret and the tools you need to build your brand to last
beyond a lifetime
Build Your Own Life Brand! 2002-05-09 entrepreneurs are the most important
element in getting america back on track financially as an entrepreneur you
quickly realize that you are 100 responsible for your own fiscal matters and
it is important to give back to your community with any surplus every day you
are involved in solving tough problems rather than blaming others you focus
on creating value for your clients rather than manipulating them with sales
tactics it is all about building long term relationships and creating raving
fans of your life s work you stimulate the economy by driving innovation not
through banking or economic policy manipulation you model for others the ease
that comes along with true success by being loving joyful and happy please
join me on my quest dan gardner founder the entrepreneurs collaborative
network inspire collaborate empower
My Value or My Values - Redeeming Customers' Trust 2019-04-30 an award
winning entrepreneur and business coach outlines an easy to follow formula
that helps you own your unique value make more money have more impact and get
more out of life all without being pushy or sales y meant for more is a how
to win friends and influence people for the modern age it shows you how to
stand out in an increasingly noisy world by simply offering your unique
skills and talents and helping others do the same it offers tangible skills
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to use in all areas of your life including work to increase your success and
do good while you re at it it speaks to people looking to leave the 9 to 5
for more freedom and fulfillment stay at home moms going back to work young
boomers worried they re too senior and expensive to find new jobs idealistic
gen xers and millennials unwilling to toe the company line and experts in any
field who want to cash in on their expertise while making a difference in
meant for more an award winning entrepreneur and business coach outlines the
formula for getting the more you ve been longing for a proven system to sell
yourself and your one of a kind gifts to the people you were meant to help
and reap the rewards that come when you stop giving away your gifts for free
the meant for more formula helps you upgrade your mind set unwrap your unique
gifts claim your value and make irresistible offers so you can get what you
re worth and make the difference you re here to make in a way that isn t
remotely pushy or sales y we all long for more more impact more success more
fulfillment more abundance more freedom more joy but it s not necessarily
easy to fulfill this longing we all know someone who clearly has so much to
offer the world but who holds back out of fear fear of failure or of success
fear of putting herself out there fear of being perceived as pushy or full of
himself maybe that person is you
Nursing Practice 2017-11-20
How to Succeed in Business ! 2016-11-24
One Face 2016-07-26
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Unlock the True Value of Your Own Business 2014-08-25
Meant for More 2021-07-13
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